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MEDITATION POSE

The most important element in meditation is to

be able to find a comfortable position that

allows the breath to flow feely without

creating tension in your body.

East Seat or Seated meditation with one foot

in front of the other, or seated on a block, or a

bolster are options. You can also rest on your

back with support under your knees and neck.

BUTTERFLY RESTING

Opens up your upper front body, stretches your

hips and inner thighs. Connects you to your

heart.

Ground: Lay down on your back with your legs

stretched out in front of you. Bring your feet

together.   

Presence: Inhale, and on an exhale wing your

knees out to the side.

Soften: Soften into the pose with slow, steady

inhales and exhales

FROG POSE

Freeing for the body and mind. Opens up and

stretches the inside of the thighs and the back

body.

Ground: From all fours widen the knees.

Presence: Inhale, prepare, and on an exhale,

send your seat towards your feet as your upper

body comes down to the floor or a bolster.

Soften: Soften in to the pose with gentle inhales

and exhales. 

BUTTERFLY FORWARD FOLD (WHOLE/HALF)

This position engages your back, thighs, neck,

and shoulders. It stretches the whole back body

and inner thighs.

Ground: Sit on the floor with your legs stretched

out in front of you. Bring the soles of your feet

together and wing your knees out to the side.

Presence: Inhale, lengthen the spine. Exhale,

fold forward from the hips.

Soften: Lower your chin your forehead and

soften into the pose.

In half Butterfly bring the sole of one foot

towards the opposite inner thigh.

FROG WITH A SIDE STRETCHFROG WITH A TWIST

Opens up and stretches the inside of the

thighs. Stretches the shoulders and shoulder

blades, side body, belly and chest.

Ground: From all fours widen the knees.

Presence: Inhale, open your right arm to the

sky. Exhale, thread the arm beneath you and

send your seat towards your feet and your right

ear towards the floor or a block.

Soften: Slowly sink down and soften your

body. Keep elbows bent and focus on your

breath. 

Freeing for the body and mind. Opens up and

stretches the inside of the thighs and the back

body.

Ground: From all fours. Widen the knees.

Presence: Inhale prepare and on an exhale send

your seat towards your feet as your upper body

comes down to the floor or a bolster. Walk your

hands towards the right and reach your left arm

long. 

Soften: Release the body and soften into the

pose. 

CHILDS POSE
A restful pose for body and mind. Gently

stretches the back body, nice as a counterpose

after any backbend. Provides stillness for body

and mind

Ground: From all fours. Widen the knees or keep

them together.

Presence: Inhale prepare and on an exhale send

your seat towards your feet as your upper body

comes down to the floor or a bolster. 

Soften: Keep elbows bent and shoulders relaxed.

Release the body and soften into the pose. 

DRAGONFLY (HALF/WHOLE) FORWARD

FOLD

FORWARD FOLD

Full back body stretch from heal to skull.

Releases mental tension and is good for

digestion.

Ground: Sit with legs stretched out in front of

you.

Presence: Inhale lengthen the spine and on an

exhale slowly fold forward from your hips.

Soften: Lower your chin and your forehead.

Soften in to the pose. 

Calms the body and mind, and stretches the

whole back body, and inner thighs.

Ground:  Sit on a folder blanket and widen the

legs. 

Presence: Inhale, lengthen the spine, and on an

exhale, slowly fold forward from your hips.

Soften: Lower your chin and your forehead.

Soften in to the pose.

In half Dragonfly, bring one foot in towards your

opposite inner thigh. 
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HALF/WHOLE DRAGONFLY SIDE STRETCH WIND SHEILD WIPER TWIST

Releases tension in your back and hips, and

massages inner organs with variation on

Supine Twists.

Ground: Lay down on your back with your legs

stretched out in front of you. 

Bend your knees and place your feet wide a

part. 

Presence: Inhale, prepare, and on  an exhale, 

lower your knees to one side.

Soften: Soften in to the pose. Option to bring

arms overhead, bend elbows.

SPHINX
Deep release of the low back and stretches the 

upper front body and belly.

Ground: Lay on our belly. Bring your forearms to

the ground. Elbows underneath shoulders.

Presence: Inhale, prepare, and on an exhale lift

your chest (easier if you use a block or folded

blanket as support)

Soften: Try softening the back body, glutes and

legs. Do not press away from the floor. 

HALF DRAGONFLY HEART TOWARDS LEG

Calms the body and mind and stretches the

whole side body, inner thighs, and along the

legs.

Ground:  Sit on a folded blanket and widen

the legs. Bring your foot towards your right

inner thigh.

Presence: Inhale, lengthen the spine, and on

an exhale, slowly turn your head towards the

extended leg and fold forward.

Soften: Lower your chin and forehead and

soften into the pose.

PIGEON ON A BOLSTERHAPPY BABY

Deep hip opener that takes a little courage and

determination. Releases tension and strain around

the sacrum and SI-joints.

Ground: Lay on your back. Bring knees to chest.

Presence: Inhale, and on an exhale, widen the

knees. Bring your hands behind the knees. You can

bring your feet towards the sky and hold onto the

back of the calves or feet. 

Soften: Slowly allow the pelvis and tailbone to

drop towards the floor. Make sure your head is

resting on the floor. Feel free to rock from side to

side...

Deep hip opening. Stretches the front thigh,

groin, psoas muscles, and the back body.

Ground: From standing on your knees, step right

leg over the bolster bringing the knee towards

your right hand. Keeping the lower front leg

diagonal and foot in stiletto asana and toe nails

towards the floor. Move your back leg further

back.

Presence: Inhale, prepare, and on an exhale,

fold forward (or stay upright). Lean onto blocks or

forearms. 

Soften: Slow steady inhales and exhales. Sinking

down towards the bolster.

SEATED PIGEON

Opens the hips and stretches the glutes.

Ground: From a seated position, bend your knees

and place your feet down. Bring your right

foot/ankle on top of your left knee. Relax the

foot.

Presence: Inhale, lengthen your spine, root to

crown, and slowly on an exhale bring your upper

body forward. Mindful about your knee.

Soften: Inhale and exhale  - soften into the pose. 

SHOELACE HALFSHOELACE

Hip opener. Stretches your glutes and your

whole back body.

Ground: Sit on a folded blanket with legs

stretched out in front of you. Bend your right

knee and place your foot outside of your

extended leg. Bend your left leg and place

"knee over knee" 

Presence: Inhale, lengthen the spine, and on

an exhale, slowly fold forward from your hips.

Soften: Lower your chin and your forehead.

Soften in to the pose. 

Hip opener. Stretches your glutes, hamstrings,

and your whole back body.

Ground: Sit on a folded blanket with legs

stretched out in front of you. Bend your right knee

and place your foot outside of your extended leg.

"knee over knee"

Presence: Inhale, lengthen the spine and on an

exhale, slowly fold forward from your hips. 

Soften: Lower your chin and your forehead.

Soften in to the pose.

Calms the body and mind and stretches the

whole side body, inner thighs, and along the legs.

Ground:  Sit on a folded blanket and widen the

legs. 

Presence: Inhale, lengthen the spine, and on an

exhale, slowly lean towards your extended leg.

Soften: Rest your head into your hand and sweep

the opposite arm towards the extended leg.

Soften in to the pose.
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ANGEL WITH VARIATIONS HALF MOON

Full side body stretch. Targets the IT band and

the deep core muscles. 

Ground: Lay down on your back with your legs

stretched out. 

Presence: Move your legs to the right of the

mat. Try putting your left foot on top of your

right. Now move your head and shoulder the

same way so you form the shape of a half

moon. Bringing your left arm over head (elbow

softly bent) and your right hand to your low

belly. 

Soften: Soften in to the pose. Inhale and

exhale - release. 

PRETZEL POSE/EASY SEAT FORWARD FOLD

Opens the hips and stretches the back body.

Ground: From a seated position, bend your knees

and bring one foot inofront of the other OR your

left bottom leg diagonal towards your pelvis, toes

pointed, bringing the right leg on top forming the

shape of a heart or pretzel. BE VERY CAREFUL

WITH YOUR KNEES! Make sure toes are 

pointed and NO FLEXING THE FOOT!

Presence: Inhale, lengthen the spine, and on an

exhale, slowly fold forward. 

Soften: Lower your chin and forehead and soften

into the pose. 

ANGEL (RESTING)

Hip opener, helps relieve swollen legs, and with

gas or/and digestion.

Ground:  Build a "bolster hill" with blocks and

bolster. Sit on a folder blanket and widen the

legs. Bring your right foot towards your left

inner thigh and your left foot behind you. Point

your toes (Stiletto asana)

Presence: Inhale, lengthen the spine, and on

an exhale, lean back into your hands. If this

feels okay, lower down to the bolster.

Soften:  Soften into the pose - deep inhales

and exhales. 

SQUATREVERSED PLOW

Full back body stretch

Ground: Use a bolster underneath your knees

and sit on a folded blanket.   

Presence: Inhale, lengthen the spine, and on

an exhale, slowly fold from your hips.

Soften: Lower your chin and forehead and

soften into the pose..

Hip opener that releases tension in the low back.

Ground: With your feet slightly wider than hips

and your toes turned out a little bit. Bend your

knees and sit your hips back and down as far as

you are comfortably able to in order to come into

a low, deep squat.

Presence:  Make sure toes and knees are

pointing in the same direction. Inhale, and

lengthen the spine, and on an exhale your seat is

sinks deeper towards the ground.

Soften: Slow steady inhales and exhales. Focus

on your breath.

DRAGON WITH VARIATIONS

Full front body stretch and deep psoas release.

Twisting positions stretch your outer hips and

glutes as well.

Ground: From lying on your back. Bend your

knees and place feet on the ground. Elevate your

hips and place bolster (or block) underneath your

hips. 

Presence: Mindfully extend one leg at a time and

if it feels okay reach arms overhead with bent

elbows.  

Soften: Release and soften with each exhale.

In time you can start to pull your right knee into

chest and use your left hand to slowly pull your

leg towards the left.

TOE AND FOOT STRETCHMOON DRAGON

Stretches the sole of your feet but also your

whole core body.

Ground: From all fours, tuck your toes.

Presence:  Slowly send your sit bones towards

your heals. Lean onto blocks or sit up straight. 

Soften: Inhale through the nose, and exhale

through the mouth. Focus on your breath and

remember you can always release the pose or

lean forward on to a bolster or blocks.

Hip opener, helps relieve swollen legs, and with

gas or/and digestion.

Ground:  Sit on a folder blanket and widen the

legs. Bring your right foot towards your left inner

thigh and your left foot behind you. Point your

toes (Stiletto asana)

Presence: Inhale, lengthen the spine, and on an

exhale fold forward

Soften: Lower your chin and forehead, OR stay

upright and focus on your breathing. Releasing

tension in your hip-area. 

Full side body stretch. Targets the IT band and

the deep core muscles. 

Ground: From lying on your back, bend your

knees and place feet on the ground. Elevate

your hips and place bolster (or block)

underneath your hips.

Presence: Move your legs to the right of the

mat. Try putting your left foot on top of your

right. Now move your head and shoulder the

same way so you form the shape of a half

moon. Bringing your left arm over head (elbow

softly bent) and your right hand to your low

belly. Soften: Soften in to the pose. Inhale and

exhale - release. 
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SUPPORTED SHOULDER STAND SUPPORTED BRIDGE

Full body reset, opens up the front body, and

heart.

Ground: Lay down on your back with your legs

stretched out. Bend your knees and place your

feet hip with part. 

Presence: Inhale prepare, on an exhale

elevate your hips, and place a block

underneath. 

Soften: Rest down on your block. Bring your

arms overhead, bend elbows. Soft slow inhales

and exhales as you release into the pose.

SUPPORTED FISH POSE

Gentle backbend to open up the whole front

body and any blockages in your throat chakra.

Ground: Prepare two folded blankets or use a

flat square pillow. Lay down on the floor and

rest your back against the folder blankets.  

Presence: If the extension in the neck is

uncomfortable in any way use another blanket

underneath your head or remove one of the

blankets under your back.

Soften: Bring your arms out to the side, open

palms to the sky. Relax your chest and soften in

to the pose.

Total reset for your whole body. Helps with 

swollen legs, reduces anxiety, and gives you

renewed energy.

Ground:  From lying on your back, place your

feet to the ground, press away from the earth

and elevate the hips to place the block

underneath your hips.

Presence: Inhale, prepare, and on an exhale,

bring your knees towards your belly and float the 

feet towards the sky  

Soften: Bring your arms overhead, bend elbows.

Soft inhales and exhales. 


